ABOUT

Envisage Solutions
Envisage Solutions (Pty) Ltd is a versatile IT company based in Pretoria,
South Africa. Envisage is a rebranding of the widely respected Eirteic
Consulting (Africa) (Pty) Ltd, which was established in 2005.
Each of our employees has a minimum of 15 years of IT experience in a variety
of specialist areas. We are an extremely strong and loyal team; adaptive to
change, proactively investigating and learning new technologies with the ability
to apply industry standard best practices and principles such as ITIL, in which we
are certified. Some of our employees have been working with IBM Netcool
software, which is our main focus, going back as far as 1998.
Our relationships with our partners and customers are well-established and
in most cases long-standing. We are regularly requested to assist in a
multitude of different ways, whether it is responding to tenders, working
together with customers to upgrade and grow their environments or being
sub-contracted as subject matter experts in customer engagements.
In addition, a few of our employees are IBM certified Netcool trainers.
Quite often the rare skills that our employees hold are in such demand
that we are the only company in South Africa that has the right skillset.
Outside of our IBM relationship we also have relationships with other vendors
such as SevOne, Monolith, Code42 and Exceedium. Although we are based in
Gauteng, we do work in all of South Africa, Africa and in other parts of
the world.
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IBM Relationship
Envisage has a very strong relationship with IBM, going back to when IBM acquired Micromuse,
the Netcool company, in 2006. Prior to that Eirteic, as Envisage was previously known, had a
very strong relationship with Micromuse.
Due to this relationship with Micromuse, Envisage still has a special relationship with IBM, called the “IBM
Tivoli Support Provider Reseller” contract. This contract means that we give our customers level 1 and 2
support before escalating the issues to IBM.
As one of the leading IBM Premier Business Partners in South Africa in the IBM Tivoli (now called Cloud and
Smarter Infrastructure) suite of products with a strong focus on Netcool software, our reputation often
precedes us; we are recognised and renowned for our skills, experience and knowledge in architecture
design, deployment, implementation, auditing and analysis and
support services.

As an IBM Premier Business Partner, we are accredited as follow:
Silver - IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus
Bronze - IBM Tivoli Netcool/Impact

Our employees hold the following active and current certifications:
IBM Advanced Deployment Professional:
- Service Management Network and Service Assurance V4
IBM Certified Solution Advisor:
- Tivoli Service Availability and Performance Management Solutions V3
IBM Deployment Professional:
- Netcool/OMNIbus 7.4
- Netcool/Impact 6.1
- Tivoli Business Service Manager 4.1
- Tivoli Network Manager 3.9
IBM Certified Support Associate
In addition to the above we hold a number of IBM Deployment Professional certifications in previous
versions of the products, demonstrating ongoing commitment to our Business Partner status and support of
customers with older environments. We have IBM Certified Trainers in a number of Netcool products and
provide IBM training at approved locations or customer sites.
We have IBM Certified Trainers in a number of Netcool products and are authorised IBM Training Partners.

SERVICES

SUPPORT
At Envisage, we offer superb levels of customer support and service
excellence. We strive to provide a positively different experience that
allows us to stand out from the crowd.
We ensure that we understand the full customer environment where our
product is installed and are able to guide our customers in identifying
problem areas even if they fall outside the scope of our support.
We pride ourselves in being able to resolve most of the customer issues
without having to escalate them to the vendor. This means only real bugs
or product enhancement requests make it to the vendor. In some cases
we have to be agile and adaptable enough to research and provide an
option for support or an alternative solution, when the solution is not
immediately obvious.
We are able to offer support for all products and solutions we sell,
including IBM Tivoli Netcool products and environments, IT Systems and
Cloud Backup.
The Envisage support desk sits in Pretoria. Customers are able to log
support calls via the support web page, email or telephone call. The
Envisage support web page allows our customers to view the status of
support calls they have logged.

SERVICES

IT Systems
The Envisage IT Systems division provides a number of different areas of
expert coverage, including but not limited to:
Windows, Linux, Solaris:
- Systems Administration
- Security reviews and analysis of existing systems
- Hardware and software procurement
- The IT component of shop and office fitting
- System installation and setup
- Network cabling
- Wireless, wired networking, ADSL, printing
- Training
- System integration services – for example advertising screens
Website hosting, development and implementation:
- LAMP based
- Large-scale websites
- Open Source “edit it yourself” website software including a blog option
- DNS management
- Security reviews, cleanup of malware or resolution of hacked websites
E-mail systems:
- Use your own domain name
- Migration to Cloud services (Google, Microsoft, ZOHO)
- No more reliance upon Internet Service Provider-specific email addresses
(Telkom,Vodacom, Absamail etc.)
- Enough storage included to cater for all requirements
Data Centre environments:
- Analysis of infrastructure, facilities, space
- Recommendation and implementation of best practices
- Operational expense reduction, ROI and efficiency improvements
Development Strategies:
- Implementation of software version control and repositories
- Integration with Access Control Systems
- Development Management – processes, standards, documentation
- Release management – processes, standards, documentation
We have a number of fixed contracts with companies in Gauteng and can provide excellent references upon
request. There is an option for companies to contract us based on a monthly retainer fee that includes two
callouts, otherwise we operate a callout and per-hour billing model.

SERVICES

Cloud Backup
Early in 2013 we established a Cloud Backup solution in South Africa that caters
for any level of company from small businesses right up to enterprise level.
Our fully user configurable solution is 100% automated, offering block-level change
backups, 448 bit blowfish encryption client-side prior to secure transfer to our
cloud hosted in Johannesburg, file de-duplication and compression, with no fees
for data transfer, installation or setup.
We offer a 30 day free trial with no obligations that can be cancelled at the end of the
period. There are no contracts to establish; our service runs month-to-month upon
payment of the invoice.
The Envisage Cloud backup service has grown and expanded rapidly and we are proud to
now offer one of, if not the best Cloud Backup offering in South Africa based on statistics,
research and Google search results. We offer automated dynamic billing, excellent levels of
support and service, on-site visit options for backup and restore, and an archive service for
static data that must be securely stored. In 2015 we plan to expand our service to provide a
cloud in Cape Town.
Some of our larger and more notable customers include Universities, Opticians,
Accountants, Insurance brokers and Telecoms companies, and of course we use our own
solution for our backups – which we feel is the best testament to a service any company
offers. We also offer a distributor program for IT organisations wishing to rebrand the
service and offer Cloud Backup to their own customers.
Visit our website at http://www.cloud-backup.co.za to find out more about the service and
sign up for your free trial. Quote signup code BROCHURE to get 5% discount for life.
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